
5 ENGLISH LITERATURE 

BLACK BEAUTY ASSIGNMENT 2 OF CHAPTER 10 
Start writing in a new page of your English Literature copy.  

 

Read, reflect and write 

Q5. What did Black Beauty's mother tell him about the family he came from? 

A5. Black Beauty's mother told him that his father had a great name and even his grandfather 

won the Newmarket race cup two years in a row. She told him that his grandmother had the 

sweetest temper of any horse she'd ever known. 

Q6. How do we know that the master was very fond of Black Beauty's mother? 

A6. We know that the master was very fond of Black Beauty's mother because not only did 

he give them good food and good lodging, he usually brought carrots for her. He even had a 

nickname for her. He called her Pet. 

Q7. What kind of a horse did Black Beauty's mother want him to be? Can you think of any 

advice your elders have given you? Write it in your notebook. 

A7. Black Beauty's mother wanted him to be well mannered and gentle. My elders always 

asked me to be kind, gentle, hard-working and punctual. 

 

GRAMMAR TIME 

Conjunctions of reason 

1. Tick  the right conjunction for each of the sentences given below. page no. 137 

  a. It was cold (so/because) I put on my coat. 

b. I love visiting my grandparents (so/because) we do interesting things together. 

 c. It was raining (so/because) we played indoors. 

d. (So/As) he did not know the way, he asked for my help. 

e. We walked home (so/as) we had missed the last the last bus. 

f. (Since/So) he wasn’t ready, we left without him. 

2. Complete these sentences using your own ideas. page no. 138 

 a. I am happy because my friend has come to play along with me. 

b. Since it is late, I have missed my bus. 

 c. The teacher was pleased as the students were sitting in the class quietly. 

d. Today is my birthday so my friends have come to celebrate. 

e. Ruby won the debate because she was confident and well prepared.  

f. Tarun wanted to watch the movie so he switched on the TV to watch it. 

 

 

 

 



 

Punctuation 

Revision 

Read the following sentences and punctuate them with full stops, commas, question 

marks, exclamation marks and apostrophe marks. Don't forget to use capitals letters 

where necessary.  

1. i am going to the market to buy two pencils one eraser and a ruler do you need anything 

I am going to the market to buy two pencils, one eraser and a ruler. Do you need 

anything? 

2. watch out he shouted 

‘Watch out!’ he shouted. 

3. the children were making a lot of noise in the playground werent they 

The children were making a lot of noise in the playground, weren’t they? 

4. the boy whom you met yesterday is our new neighbour 

The boy whom you met yesterday is our new neighbour. 

5. alas we couldnt meet the cricketer  

Alas! We couldn’t meet the cricketer. 

 

 


